Town of Hinton
STANDING COMMITTEE MEETING
Agenda
August 11, 2015 - 4:00 PM
Committee Room, Hinton Government Centre
TOWN COUNCIL MISSION
Council serves the interests of our citizens
to enable our community to reach full
potential.
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Call to Order

ADOPTION OF AGENDA
1.

Standing Committee Agenda - August 11, 2015

DELEGATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS
3-9

1.

Aquatera and the Town of Hinton Shareholder Investment Opportunity Presented by Tracey Anderson and Bernd Manz

ACTION AND DISCUSSION ITEMS
10 - 13

1.

Maxwell Lake - Washrooms / Ice Skating / Parking - Presented by
Gordie Lee (15 minutes)

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

14 - 19

1.

Urgent Matters from Council

2.

Town Manager Status Report

3.

Executive Assistant Logistics Information

MOVE IN CAMERA
1.

Negotiation Matter (FOIP)

2.

Deliberative Matter (FOIP)

3.

Deliberative Matter (FOIP)

4.

Land Negotiations (FOIP)
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STANDING COMMITTEE MEETING
Agenda
August 11, 2015
ADJOURNMENT
1.

Adjournment
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PRESENTATION OVERVIEW
Opportunity
Why Aquatera.
I

What is Involved in becoming a Shareholder?
I

Potential Timeline
I

Alternate Option

—

Contract Operations

I

—

Summary

I

Aquatera and the Town of Hinton Shareholder Investment Oppor...

I
I
I
I
I
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V West Fraser Mill will transfer drinking
water treatment plant to the Town at end
of 2017
V This creates an opportunity to transfer the
risk of providing drinking water to
Aquatera while benefitting from the value
of the plant by becoming an Aquatera
shareholder

OPPORTUNITY
V Aquatera is responsible for providing high
quality drinking water while meeting
provincial approvals, and plant operations &
replacement
V Town receives annual dividends based on
the value of the plant and maintains a stake
as an Aquatera shareholder

Aquatera and the Town of Hinton Shareholder Investment Oppor...
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WHY AQUATERA?
V It’s What We Do

—

drinking water providers

V Municipally Controlled Corporation
-

-

Understand municipal needs
Town as an owner

V Core Purpose:

Help Grow Healthy Communities

V Proven business model
V Poisedforgrowth
V Excellent reputation with customers and

regulatory authorities
V Unique opportunity to transfer risk AND

enjoy financial return on investment

Aquatera and the Town of Hinton Shareholder Investment Oppor...
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OPTION I

—

Shareholder Investment

How Can Town of Hinton Become a
Shareholder of Aquatera?
Phase 1
Invest the Water Treatment
Plant into Aquatera as a non-voting
shareholder in return for preferred shares
in Aquatera (and dividends)
—

Phase 2 Investment of Water Distribution
System (and billing/metering/collections)
and Wastewatet Collection System
—

OPTION I

Shareholder Investment
> Confirmed expressions of Interest
Aquatera to obtain Board approval
> Exploration Framework
> Grant

application

Community

-

apply

Partnership

for

funding,

Alberta
when

available (likely this fall)

c
Aquatera and the Town of Hinton Shareholder Investment Oppor...
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POTENTIAL TIMELINE
I

-

Option1

SEPTEMBER2015
ed Expressionof Interest

I

1i I

__BoardApprovaI

—

I.

jrantft/Subrnission

ExplorationFrameworkBegins

JANUARY 2016
[

Exploration Framework Continues

Shareholder Approval

JUNE2016
AgreementinPrindple

L
I

I

Letter of Intent

JANUARY 2017
Municipal Affairs Approval

Asset Sale! Share Purchase Agreement/Service Agreement

‘“

—‘

Begin work with West Fraser on Transfer

C AQUATERA

I—___
OpUon 2

—

Aquatera to operate the Water Treatment Plant

under contract to the Town of Hinton

Aquatera and the Town of Hinton Shareholder Investment Oppor...
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OPTION 2— OperationS Contract
Next Steps:
> Confirmed Expression of Interest
> Determine Level of Service
> Town of Hinton to enter into Operating Agreement
> Transition of operations responsibilities from West
Fraser Mill to Aquatera

SUMMARY
Option 1

Option 2

INVESTMENT

CONTRACTED OPERATIONS

• Provide operational
continuity from Mill operations

• Operating Contract
• Fixed Term

•Transfer the risk of providing
drinking water

• Operating Options

• Opportunity to become
Share ho ide r
• Return on lnvestment*
*5% mandatory annual dividend on ‘System Asset’ preferred shares

Aquatera and the Town of Hinton Shareholder Investment Oppor...

—

after an initial two year holiday
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C

AQUATERA
WAtER EARtH INNOVATION

I
Lart —

Discussion
•‘!

—

Next Steps

r

Aquatera and the Town of Hinton Shareholder Investment Oppor...
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TOWN OF HINTON
DIRECTION REQUEST

DATE:

July 25, 2015

TO:

STANDING COMMITTEE MEETING OF AUGUST 11, 2015

FROM:

Gordie Lee, Infrastructure Services Director
Christopher Read, Parks, Recreation & Culture Manager

APPROVED BY:

Mike Schwirtz, Town Manager

RE:

MAXWELL LAKE PUBLIC PARKING, WASHROOMS, & ICE RINK SUPPORT

Purpose
This item is before Council as requested at the Standing Committee Meeting of May 12, 2015 to seek
direction on improvements to Maxwell Lake as per these two items:
MD – 1265: “Maxwell Lake ice: explore washroom facilities and Town participation in ice
clearing efforts and bring back a report and recommendation.”
MD – 1266: “Parking at Maxwell Lake be reviewed and bring back a report and
recommendation.”
Issue
Since its creation in 2007-2009 as a 50th anniversary project, the Beaver Boardwalk has drawn everincreasing visits by residents and tourists – individually and in groups, across all four seasons.
Additionally, the ice at Maxwell Lake is some of our most consistent and highest quality outdoor ice, and
thanks to the efforts of volunteers to create and maintain a 400 metre oval, this ice has added even
more visits to the area. Given the general increases across all forms of self-propelled winter recreation,
for example the explosion of fat biking in our community, the number of visitors to Maxwell Lake is only
likely to increase in the future.
These excellent recreational opportunities and increased visitation to the area have brought:
 Increased traffic to the area, including more recreational vehicles (RVs), and the associated parking
challenges such as volume, vehicle length, effective signage, etc.,
 Concerns about the lack of washroom facilities restricting the opportunity, and
 The need for a successful, sustainable system (partnership) for ice oval and rink creation and
maintenance.
Administration Comments on Situation / Options
The existing conditions are as follows:
 All town signage and maps direct people to the Sutherland entrance of the Beaver Boardwalk.
 There are no public washrooms along the entire Maxwell Lake or Beaver Boardwalk trail networks.
 Especially in the winter months, but increasingly throughout the other seasons as well, people park in
the guest parking of Maxwell Lake Apartments and on the common green space at 422 Collinge

Maxwell Lake - Washrooms / Ice Skating / Parking - Presented...
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(owned by the residents of 424–444 Collinge). NOTE: This site is not available at this time for
purchase or lease, and therefore is not an option for a permanent installation.
The landowners of 422 Collinge have been very accommodating of public use of their land.
Maxwell Lake Apartments have also been very accommodating of the use of their guest parking
spots off Sutherland (where they have voluntarily signed some of their parking for the boardwalk
users) and also at 422 Collinge.
There are 3 public parking stalls at the Sutherland entry to the Beaver Boardwalk and trail network.
These spots are not conducive to RV parking due to their size and accessibility.
There are 20 parking stalls in the public lot at 441 Collinge. This lot can accommodate smaller RVs,
but is still restricted in length, and is not directly “connected” to Maxwell Lake. This lot is often near
capacity already.
Street parking is available on Collinge and Reimer, with the area directly in front of Maxwell Lake
Apartments being a good spot for longer vehicles like RVs. This clarity is not currently on our maps.
The Town owns the undeveloped property at 149 Reimer which includes an existing lift station.
There are several existing access points to the Maxwell Lake trail system and the Beaver Boardwalk
at this location.
The Parks, Recreation and Culture department has had informal discussions with several interested
volunteers, and there is certainly a willingness to develop a partnership with the Town in the vein of
the very successful partnerships exemplified by Mary Reimer Park and the Hinton Bike Park.
The existing terrain and surrounding property ownership severely limit the number of options
available to the Town.

Options
The increased usage of this amenity, as well as alignment with the Trails Master Plan, dictates that
administration update our operations to support the community. As such, administration proposes to
include these two items in the 2016 work plan:
a. Partner with invested volunteers to create a sustainable ice rink service model.
b. Update maps and signage to clarify the parking options for residents and visitors.
Administration is requesting direction on which solution to the washrooms and parking concerns Council
would like to pursue. We have four options for Councils consideration:
1. Build new permanent washrooms and parking lot at 149 Reimer:
a. Flush toilet building, connected to the Town’s water and sanitary sewer system.
b. Gravel parking lot capped with asphalt millings with access to the lake/boardwalk for
Town maintenance equipment, with approximately 18-20 regular stalls.
c. Mobility challenged access to the trails.
2. Build a new parking lot at 149 Reimer:
a. Temporary (portable) toilets at this location and/or 422 Collinge.
b. Gravel parking lot capped with asphalt millings with access to the lake/boardwalk for
Town maintenance equipment, with approximately 18-20 regular stalls.
c. Mobility challenged access to the trails.
3. Install temporary (portable) toilets at 422 Collinge only.
a. Requires approval of the landowner, which is unknown at this time.
4. Accept for Information - status quo, no changes at this time.
Administration’s Conclusion / Proposed Direction
Given the success of the Maxwell Lake Ice, the Parks, Recreation and Culture department can initiate
discussions with interested volunteers to create an outdoor skating association to liaise with the Town
and ensure we meet the needs of outdoor skaters as efficiently and effectively as possible. We can then

Maxwell Lake - Washrooms / Ice Skating / Parking - Presented...
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partner with these volunteers to provide appropriate support to the Maxwell Lake Ice surfaces, which will
include an oval as well as some form of hockey rink. This will require re-allocation of existing operational
funds and will be included in the budget for 2016 at no cost increase.
Updating the signage and maps will cost approximately $4000 to $6000 depending on total numbers.
Several signs are in need of replacement now, and our map supply is diminishing, so the timing is good
for this expenditure.
Option 1, while the most expensive at approximately $100,000, gives our Town a lasting and costeffective service solution that increases our offerings to residents and visitors alike. This option may be a
very fitting “60 th anniversary” legacy, as the Beaver Boardwalk was already a “50th anniversary” project.
Option 2, while coming with a roughly $40,000 cost; this will certainly assist with parking long term but
will only provide a temporary solution for the washrooms.
Option 3 will only provide a temporary solution for the washrooms and does not solve the parking issues.
Additionally, it misses on the majority of the long-term opportunities this project holds as well as the
stated desires of Council and the community.
Option 4 does not meet the stated desires of Council and the community.
This project was not included in the 2015 Capital Project plan therefore there is no budget allocated for
this project. One option could be to take the money from the Trails Master Reserve. Another option
would be to postpone this project and include it with the 2016 Capital projects.
Town Manager Comments
This item is returning to Council for direction on the appropriate option which will then be planned,
budgeted for and then scheduled for implementation in the appropriate budget year. Costing at this
point is based on conceptual design and will become more accurate once the selected option is planned
further.
Attachment(s)
Attachment “A” Maxwell Lake Asset Map

Maxwell Lake - Washrooms / Ice Skating / Parking - Presented...
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Maxwell Lake - Washrooms / Ice Skating / Parking - Presented...

149 Reimer Drive
ToH owned
undeveloped lot &
.
Trailhead

441 Collinge Road
Public Parking

408 Collinge Road
(Sutherland)
Public Parking &
Trailhead

422 Collinge Road
Public Parking &
Trailhead, on
Private land
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10 Jun 2003

Town Manager Status Report

Item
Number
MD - 0048

Staff
Responsible
When the train station move occurs, that a memorial plaque Christopher
be placed at that location to respectfully commemorate those Read
who died and were injured in the 1986 train crash and the
community's disaster response efforts.

19 Apr 2011

MD - 0166

Robb Road Registration and Maintenance Agreements to
provide legal access to future development of lands adjacent.

DASHBOARD: COUNCIL ACTION PENDING

As of August 6, 2015
(Sorted by Meeting Date)
Meeting Date

Action Required

Wendy Jones

Due Date

Additional Comments

31 Aug 2015 The plaque has been ordered and will
be given to the Hinton Historical
Society for (future) install whether this
project is completed this summer or
not.
11 Oct 2015 Original plan was to approach
Yellowhead County to shelve
agreement as no activity from K-Lynn
to purchase lands. We recently
received notification from AESRD that
they were contacted by K-Lynn to
discuss the sale. We are going to
diarize this till September 30, 2015 to
see if any further action has been taken
by K-Lynn as this is all in their court to
initiate. If no action, we will send notice
to AESRD and K-Lynn notifying them
that until a sale of land from the Crown
is entered the Town is not prepared to
incur the costs to survey road and/or
take over maintenance costs
associated to the LOC being
transferred from West Fraser to the
Town. We will recommend that all
existing arrangements stay status quo
and will work with County to give them
same understanding.

RATINGS: Green = Normal; Yellow = Caution; Red = Alert
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Town Manager Status Report

DASHBOARD: COUNCIL ACTION PENDING

As of August 6, 2015
(Sorted by Meeting Date)

06 Mar 2012

Item
Number
MD - 0436

Staff
Responsible
From Council Planning Session- Prepare approach/options of Emily Olsen
a social media strategy and how it could be expanded to "go
where citizens are at".

11 Sep 2012

MD - 0607

2012 Municipal Resource Optimization: Review potential for
elimination of commercial waste collection as municipally
delivered. Report findings to Finance Manager

12 Feb 2013

MD - 0739

23 Sep 2014

MD - 1186

Review pros/cons of metering water and how to move to
Dale Woloszyn
phased implementation plan; bring back to council.
After LUB review/updated completed, return "Vacant Land and Mindi Petkau
Under-Developed Land" report back to council

02 Dec 2014

MD - 1221

Meeting Date

Action Required

Opening Rec Centre on Statutory Days: Continue trial for
additional 2-year period; bring attendance results back to
Council after that time.

Gordie Lee

Christopher
Read

Due Date

Additional Comments

31 Oct 2015 A social media strategy will be created
as part of the communications
strategy. Key pieces to the strategy
include an editorial plan, scheduling
considerations, and an approved public
communications policy for
administration. Facebook or other
identified social media applications
would potentially launch in conjunction
with the refreshed Town of Hinton
website. Mar. 27/15 Date moved to
October due to Admin capacity and
intricacies of this work.
01 Nov 2015 Developing a 2-phased approach for
commercial recycling and garbage
collection. Due date moved to Nov./15
with report to Council late Aug./15.
31 Dec 2015 Project Plan to be approved by Council
by Dec. 31/15.
29 Feb 2016 LUB is currently under a review by
Administration and ISL. Final Meeting
with Council to review final changes
before public process.
01 Dec 2016 Designated stat holidays are being
trialed and results will be reported to
Council in December 2016.
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Town Manager Status Report

DASHBOARD: COUNCIL ACTION PENDING

As of August 6, 2015
(Sorted by Meeting Date)

13 Jan 2015

Item
Number
MD - 1229

20 Jan 2015

MD - 1232

Provide report on vehicle replacement before next year’s
budget; doesn’t require truck by truck, advise if there is a
policy or procedure on how, when, and where we replace?

20 Jan 2015

MD - 1233

15 Sep 2015

10 Mar 2015

MD - 1248

Bring report back to Standing Committee (before contract with Laura Howarth
Global Traffic expires) re understanding contract and proceeds
distribution with Global and Province of AB. Include the 2014
statistics on infractions, locations, times, etc.
Bylaw 1042-1 (Hinton Policing Committee): Update wording on Laura Howarth
bylaw as it relates to bylaw policy goals and priorities to better
identify intent.

28 Apr 2015

MD - 1256

Provide a follow-up report to Council on the logistics of the
special event tents program.

01 Oct 2015

Meeting Date

Action Required
Housing Funds Allocation/Municipal Affairs (4 houses):
Prepare a plan to allocate the $1M sale proceeds.
SC Direction April 28, 2015 - Send a request to Municipal
Affairs in regards to the $1M from sale proceeds of the
Rural and Native Housing to be applied to 1) Habitat for
Humanity; 2) Balance of funding to be applied to Hinton's
future contribution to the Evergreen facility upgrade; 3)
in the event the Evergreen Facility Upgrade is not an
option then the balance of the funding to be applied to
other projects that meet the criteria

Staff
Responsible
Denise Parent

30 Jun 2015

Gordie Lee

18 Aug 2015

Christopher
Read

Due Date

06 Oct 2015

Additional Comments
April 9/15 - Discussion with Don
Squires from Capital Initiatives of
Municipal Affairs as to project
proposals of the sale proceeds within
the Town of Hinton. He suggested that
Habitat would be a good proposal or
any project that supports attainable
housing. A letter is to be drafted with
proposals for their consideration. April
28/15 - Report went to Standing
Committee; May 4/15 - Letter
submitted to Housing Development MA
requesting transfer of funds, awaiting
response. Response delayed due to
May 5/15 Provincial election.
Currently we do not have a policy, just
a practice for vehicle replacement. Will
bring a new policy to Aug 18, 2015
Regular Council.
Information Report will be presented to
Regular Council on Sept 15/15. Global
Traffic Group will likely be in
attendance.
Will bring changes to HPC Sept 10/15
for their advisory recommendation.
Request for Direction Report will be
presented to Regular Council on Oct
6/15 for incorporation at the October
2015 Organizational Meeting.
Information Report will be presented to
Regular Council on Sept 15/15.
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Town Manager Status Report

DASHBOARD: COUNCIL ACTION PENDING

As of August 6, 2015
(Sorted by Meeting Date)

12 May 2015

Item
Number
MD - 1265

12 May 2015

MD - 1266

Parking at Maxwell Lake be reviewed and bring back a report
and recommendation to Regular Council in July, 2015 for
decision.

19 May 2015

MD - 1268

26 May 2015

MD - 1274

Parks & Recreation Advisory Committee formation: bring back Christopher
for further discussion to July 14/15 Standing meeting.
Read
Participatory Budget 2015: bring report back to Regular
Denise Parent
Council with cost estimate on obtaining toolkits and a
schedule for roll-out date.

09 Jun 2015

MD - 1293

Meeting Date

Action Required
Maxwell Lake ice: explore washroom facilities and Town to
participate in ice clearing efforts; bring a report and
recommendation back to Regular Council in July, 2015 for
decision.

Staff
Responsible
Christopher
Read

Gordie Lee

The Mayor and CEAC Chair to work together to clarify
Mike Schwirtz
relationship between CEAC and Council going forward. Come
back to Council in the Fall, 2015 with an engagement model to
best leverage people.

Due Date

Additional Comments

11 Aug 2015 Request for Direction Report will be
presented to Standing Committee on
August 11/15. To be presented together
with MD-1266 (Maxwell Lake Parking).
Due date was extended to allow for the
coordination of these two items.
11 Aug 2015 Request for Direction Report will be
presented to Standing Committee on
August 11/15. To be presented together
with MD 1265 (Maxwell Lake
Washroom and Skating) Time was
extended to allow for the coordination of
these two items.
01 Nov 2015 Delayed until MD-1293 action is
completed.
18 Aug 2015 Report brought back to standing on
June 9th and Council direction is to
proceed without the toolkits. Coming
back to Council August 18/15 with rollout dates.
01 Nov 2015
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Town Manager Status Report

DASHBOARD: COUNCIL ACTION PENDING

As of August 6, 2015
(Sorted by Meeting Date)

16 Jun 2015

Item
Number
MD - 1290

Staff
Responsible
Research all options for the mobile home parks conditions and Wendy Jones
issues, including roads and number of exits. Bring back to
Standing Committee.

23 Jun 2015

MD - 1294

23 Jun 2015

MD - 1295

23 Jun 2015

MD - 1296

14 Jul 2015

MD - 1298

21 Jul 2015

MD - 1299

21 Jul 2015

MD - 1300

Geothermal Power (AB Innovates/U of A) - Administration to Wendy Jones
ensure Letter of Intention is provided by August 1, 2015 and
details worked out on either full or partial partnership, bring
matter back to Council.
Gateway Signs: Bring back to Council information on powder Wendy Jones
coating (reflective paint) and improving landscaping (zero
maintenance if possible) for immediate results; with a line item
added to the budget for long term results.
Town Campground: Prepare "business case" to install full or Wendy Jones
partial services at the campground; and/or exit strategy to get
out of the campground business by Jan./16.
Invite a representative from Fortis to speak to Council with
Mike Schwirtz
respect to Franchise Fees and rate structures (current and
future).
Fire Bylaw #1097 - Proceed with advertising and awareness
Todd Martens
campaign on proposed bylaw; gather feedback; bring back to
Regular Council Aug. 18/15 for third reading.
Fireworks Bylaw #1098 - Proceed with advertising and
Todd Martens
awareness campaign on proposed bylaw; gather feedback;
bring back to Regular Council Aug. 18/15 for third reading.

Meeting Date

Action Required

Due Date

Additional Comments

01 Nov 2015

Fire, Bylaw, Planning and Town
Manager met to discuss and evaluate
new strategies. The Safer Communities
and Neighbourhoods Act of Alberta was
reviewed with legal advice and the
findings were that this Act does will not
support us. Legal is aware of similar
issue in another community and is
going to review and see what approach
we may take. Update Aug 6/15 date
moved to allow for further research.
01 Aug 2015 Report coming to Council for Direction
on August 18, 2015.

15 Sep 2015 Looking into cost effective solutions to
present to Council.

15 Jan 2016

31 Jul 2015

Invitation has been sent. Trying to
coordinate date.

18 Aug 2015 Request For Decision Report will be
presented to Regular Council on
August 18.
18 Aug 2015 Request For Decision Report will be
presented to Regular Council on
August 18.
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Town Manager Status Report

DASHBOARD: COUNCIL ACTION PENDING
As of July 28, 2015
(Sorted by Meeting Date)

CAPITAL
PLAN

Project Scope

Project Status

Staff
Responsible

Estimated
Date of
Completion

Additional Comments

Hardisty Lift
Station

Constructs new infrastructure
to replace the existing lift
station that reached full life
cycle

Gains have been made to the
schedule to test, train and
commission the lift station.
Barring no failures – we
should be in a position to
complete site activities before
August 31, 2015.

Wendy Jones
James
Goodwin

Fall, 2015

Currently training operations staff, testing
system and anticipating to put system into
a 15 day testing cycle with sanitary.

Switzer
Drive

Constructs the first phase of
upgrading sanitary main trunk
from Hardisty Lift Station to
Joblin Street.
Constructs two new lanes of
traffic and removes the
existing lanes that reached
full life cycle allowing traffic to
flow during construction of
sanitary

New road is in use. Old road
is decommissioned. Utility
tie-ins and last sanitary
connection will be complete
before end of August.

Wendy Jones
James
Goodwin

Fall, 2015

Road diversions are in place and we have
had no complaints by community as we
tie in the accesses to Drinnan Way,
Government Road, Woodland Court, Four
Plex.
Overall construction program
remains on schedule.

Innovista

constructs water line with
pressures that meet fire flow
to Phase ll and lll and
provides water service tie-in
for future development (north
and south) of Highway 16

Contractor performance has
been extremely poor and they
maintain being held
accountable to contract
obligations.

Wendy Jones
James
Goodwin

Summer,
2015.

Highway 16 repair has been completed.
Waiting for all costs and invoices to come
in so that we can present final repair costs
to Contractor.
Contractor is slow but working to
complete final deficiencies.
We will be working to contractually
complete all paperwork as early as
possible.
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